PPD Inkjet PREMIUM Iron-On Dark T Shirt Transfers Paper LTR
8.5x11" pack of 50 Sheets (PPD004-50) Review-2021

Pack of 50 Iron On T-Shirt Printing Paper in 8.5X11â€• for Dark and Black T-Shirts. Our advanced
technology allows printing on various other textiles, such as pillow cases, aprons, or any other
cotton/polycotton fabrics
Transfer text, images and pictures onto Dark and Black fabrics using a domestic iron OR heat press
machine. Unlike cheaper versions of Transfer paper, the PPD Transfer is designed to be cut using
normal scissors, but is also 100% compatible with cutting machines
Premium professional quality Transfer paper, used by PPD customers on a commercial scale, for
over 10 years. The uniquely formulated t-shirt transfer paper bonds with the fabric, leaving it soft,
flexible, crack free, stretchable and fully machine washable
Compatible with all inkjet printers, using normal regular ink. Clear step-by-step instructions, as well
as a video tutorial link, will arrive in your pack
Great for kidâ€™s crafts, family reunions, birthdays and anniversaries. Customize your t-shirts,
hoodies, sweatshirts, home decorations, just about anything. Full instructions and everything
youâ€™ll need included in every pack, the only thing you will need to bring is your imagination!
Discover the PPD Dark Transfer Paper
Use The PPD Dark T-Shirt Transfer Sheets To Iron-On Images, Text Or A Combination Of The Two
Onto Various Fabrics
The PPD Inkjet Transfer Paper for black and/or dark fabric allows you to put your own photos,
designs, artwork, texts and messages onto a wide range of items such as t-shirts (or other clothing),
tote bags, cushion covers and pillowcases, tablecloths, flags and banners and much more. Our
uniquely formulated transfer paper bonds with the fabric, leaving it soft, flexible and able to stretch
with no peeling. Once applied, the transfer is fully washable.
Why PPD Dark Transfer Paper
Stretchable. Fully machine washable. Highly durable (No Peel). For Iron Or Heatpress. Suits Any
color fabric. Perfect For Cotton, Linen and other fabrics that can be ironed or pressed at maximum
temperature.
Printer and Cutting Compatibility
Compatible with all inkjet printers using any standard inkjet inks, dye based or pigmented. Also
compatible with cutting machines, or simply use scissors.
Iron or Press Transfer Method
Itâ€™s easy to use for all your creative crafts at home with virtually any standard iron, or
commercially using a professional heat press. Full instructions and everything youâ€™ll need
included in every pack, the only thing you will need to bring is your imagination!
Common Uses
Great for kidâ€™s crafts, family reunions, birthdays and anniversariesCustomize your t-shirts,
jackets, home decorations, just about anythingGreat for brand recognition or team identificationUse
it yourself or give as a great and creative giftOnce applied, the transfer is FULLY washable and will
stretch nicely without peeling Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

